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OF TWO POSITIVE LINEAR FUNCTIONALS
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Abstract. Let <fr and i// be positive linear functionals on a «-algebra s/ .

When the closed »-representations n^ and nv of $f generated by the GNS-

construction for <j> and ip are self-adjoint, we shall show that 7t</,+!¡, is self-

adjoint if and only if Tt^+y,(^)'w3l{n^+v) C ^{n^^) ; and there exists a

self-adjoint extension p of 71^+v suchthat p{s^)'w = n^+¥{s>/)'w if and only

if K4,+yW)'w  is a von Neumann algebra.

1. Introduction

Self-adjointness and standardness of *-representations which are important

for the study of unbounded «-representations have been investigated in [10, 13,

20, 24]. To study a Radon-Nikodym theorem and a Lebesgue decomposition

theorem for positive linear functionals on «-algebras [9, 11] and an unbounded

Tomita-Takesaki theory [11], we need to investigate the self-adjointness of the

«-representation n, generated by the sum cp+y/ of positive linear functionals

<f> and y/ on a *-algebra. In [10] we have stated that if n, is self-adjoint and n

is bounded, then 7r, is self-adjoint. But, it is pointed out by K. Schmüdgen

and J. Friedrich that there is a gap in the proof of this theorem. In this paper

we correct this theorem and investigate the self-adjointness of n, when n,

and n    are self-adjoint {without the assumption of the boundedness of n   ).

In §2 we show that when n, and n    are self-adjoint (resp. standard), n,

is self-adjoint (resp. standard) iff n^s/^&in^) C ^(tt^); and n^

has a self-adjoint (resp. standard) extension p of n       such that p{s/)'w =

nó+v(J^')'w iff nd>+¥ is a von Neumann algebra. Further, we show that if n. is

self-adjoint (resp. standard) and y is (^-dominated, then 7r, is self-adjoint

(resp. standard).

In §3 we investigate the self-adjointness and the standardness of n, in spe-

cial cases (approximately admissible positive linear functionals, the polynomial

algebras; the commutative algebras, etc.).
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2. Self-adjointness of n,^
<t>+v

Let 4> be a positive linear functional on a «-algebra ssf . The well-known

GNS-construction yields a triple (n,,X, , hj, where ft, is a closed «-represen-

tation of si on a Hubert space 9y, , and X, is a linear map of sé into the

domain 3>{nf) of 7t, satisfying A,(j/) is dense in 3¡(n,) with respect to the

induced topology tn , and X^xy) = nij){x)X(j¡(y) for x, y e sé [9, 10, 20]. We

now put

2S{n\)= f\Sf{it^x)*),      <W = VX*)*W;)*'

x€Jt?

Then 7t* is a closed representation of sé , but it is not necessarily a «-represen-

tation; n** is a closed «-representation of j/ and n. § 7i** § 7r* in general

[6, 13]. If TtAx) e ^(hJ for each x e sé , then n, is said to be bounded, if

ft, CO = TiJx)* for each xe^, then re, is standard; and if n* = n,, then

7T, is self-adjoint; and if 7r* = 7r**, then 7i, is algebraically self-adjoint. We

next define a weak commutant of n, by

%(•*)« = {Ce^(^);(C^(xK|^) = tCZ\n¿x')ri)

for each xei and £, n e 2¡{n,)}.

Then n,(sé)w is a weakly closed «-invariant subspace of 3§ (I),), which equals

7r**Cs/)'(,, but it is not necessarily an algebra [6, 13, 20]. For the relation of the

self-adjointness of n^ and the weak commutant nAsé)'w we have the following

result [14].

Lemma 2.1. Consider the following statements:

( 1 ) it, is standard.

(2) it, is self-adjoint.

(3) it, is algebraically self adjoint.

(4) ^(J/)^(^)C^(^).

(5) 7t^);>(K;*)cár(7rp.

(6)  n,(sé)'w is a von Neumann algebra.

Then the following implications hold:

(3)

(1)=>(2) ^

(4)

Any converse implications don't necessarily hold.

Though the statement (6) in Lemma 2.1 does not imply the statement (4),

we have the following result [14, 22].
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Lemma 2.2. Suppose n,(sé)'w is a von Neumann algebra. We put

U=i

k = i,2,~-.,«; «eNl,

\A:=1 / k=\ k=\

Then (n,)x isa ^-representation of sé whose closure ñ, has the following

properties:

(2-2) V*Ol = M^)l>
(2-3) ^(j/)^(7r0)C^(Ä0).

Theorem 2.3. Le/ sé be a *-algebraand <t> and y be positive linear functionals

on sé . Suppose it, and it are self-adjoint (resp. standard ). Consider the

following statements:

(1) n,b+m is self-adjoint (resp. standard).

(2) W^^W^W'-
(3) 77iere exists a self-adjoint (resp. standard) extension p of n,      such

that p(sé)'w = n^¥(séiw.

(4) n,¡+v(sé)'u) is a von Neumann algebra.

Then the following implications hold:

(!)<=>"(2)

(3)^(4)

When   the  above   (4)   holds,    Ä,        ¿s  self-adjoint   (resp.   standard)   and
**

Proof. We put

Then AT,   (resp.  K   ) is extended to the bounded linear operator from fj,

into rj(/) (resp. h   ). It is easily shown that

(25) ^^x«^^):,
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Suppose it, and it    are self-adjoint.

(3) => (4). This follows from Lemma 2.1.

(4) => (3). It is sufficient to show ñ.      is self-adjoint. By (2.2) and (2.3) we

have

{^iy)\Kfy+v(xTn) = (K¡K^(y)\ñ^(xfn)

= (n^X^y^n)

and similarly,

WW^Wl) = i*¥(x)X¥(y)\Kvri)

for each x esé , ne ^(ñ^    (x)*) and y esé . Hence, we have

(2.6) K^neS^^x)*)     and     n^xfK^n = K^ft^x)" n,

(2.7) Kvne$(7tv(x)*)     and     n v(x)* K vn = K vñ ̂ (x)" n

for each x esé and n e 2í(ft^v(x)*), which implies, by the self-adjointness

of ^ and itv ,

(2.8) K^(ft;+V) c 3(n¿     and K^(ft\^) c á?(%) .

For each xesé , n e 2(ft^+ (x)'") and £, e 31 (ft*^    ) we have

= (*,W*VIV) + (%(*)* Vl*rfl     <by 2-8^
= (n\K;^(x)K^ + *X(x) V)     (fey2-6.2-7)

= m*; v;+*w£+<^, v^(x)i)
= (vl*J+r(Jc)i),

and so f e ft^^i*^*)) = ^(Vc' for each ^ € ^(Vir)' which

means that ft ,+w is self-adjoint. Since ftá+ll/ c tt** Iff and fti4+w is self-adjoint,

it follows that

n<l>+w c ^0+^ c n<P+v   C 'Vu? ~~ ̂ +v '

Hence we have ft, ,„, = tt!*, .

(1) => (2). This follows from Lemma 2.1.

(2)=>(1). Since n^{J*1j3f{*^¥) C#(*^), it follows that v^t
is a von Neumann algebra and ft,      - n,     , which implies by the proof of

(4) => (3) that n,      is self-adjoint.

Suppose n^ and it    are standard.
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(4) => (3). It follows from (2.6), (2.7) and the standardness of it^ and it

that

(ñ,+v(x) m = (n\K^(x)K¿ + Kvnv(x)Kvt)

= (n\ Vy,CO*£)

for each x e sé , ne 2l(x^ (x)*) and £ e 3(ft,(x*)*), which implies

that ft,+ (x) = n^+ (O* f°r eacri x e ^ ; that is, 7r, is standard. The

implications (3) => (4) and (1) <* (2) are trivial. This completes the proof.

Remark 2.4. (1) As a slight extension of Theorem 2.3 we have that if it, and

it    are self-adjoint (resp. standard) then x,      is self-adjoint (resp. standard)

iff *;v(wc ^(w iff *;v^wc %r)-The proof is
similar to that of Theorem 2.3.

(2) In ([10, Theorem 3.1]) we have shown that if it. is self-adjoint and it

is bounded, then x, is self-adjoint. But, Kit,+ (x)* is not necessarily

closable, and so the statement (3.2) in this theorem does not hold. We can

prove that it^+ is self-adjoint iff K x^ (x)* is closable for each x e sé .

In fact, suppose K n^ (x)* is closable for each x e sé . It is clear that

Kv*+y{x') c x (x)'Kw and K^it^x*) c K^it^x)* for each x e

sé . Since nv(x)*K is bounded and K it^ (x)* is closable, it follows that

*¥{x)*Kv = Kvit^+w(x)*, which implies

(nHv(x)*t\KlKvn) = (K^x^xU^r,)

= (xwWK¥t\K¥i)

= mlnv{x)Kvn)

for each x e sé, Ç e 3¡(x^ (x)*) and n e 2¡(x^ ). Hence,

^^(V^C^V^ By the above (1) x^ is self-adjoint. The con-

verse is easily shown.

In similar fashion to the proof of Theorem 2.3 we can prove the following:

Corollary 2.5. Suppose it, and it are algebraically self-adjoint. Consider the

following statements:

( 1 )     né+w " algebraically self-adjoint.

(2) n^+v(se)'uß(n;+v)e3(n;+v).

(2)'    K;K^(n;+v)c_3(n*;+v).

(2)"   k;K¥®(*;+¥)c3'(x-¿¥).

(3) There exists a self-adjoint extension p of x,      such that p(sé)'w =

x.

(4)     nd,+Ás^)'w is a von Neumann algebra.
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Then the following implications hold:

(1) «• (2) «■ (2)' «■ (2)"

(3)<*(4).

W-Tîe« í/zé" aZwve (4) /zo/úís, rê,      « algebraically self-adjoint.

We next investigate the self-adjointness of 7r,      when <p and i// have some

relation.

Proposition 2.6. Suppose x, is self-adjoint (resp. algebraically self-adjoint, stan-

dard) and y/ is (^-dominated (that is, 3y > 0; y/(x*x) < y<p(x*x), x e sé ).

Then x.      is self-adjoint (resp. algebraically self-adjoint, standard ).

Proof. Since y/ is (^-dominated, it follows from ([9, Theorem 3.2]) that there

exists a positive operator H' in xÂsé)'w suchthat y/(y*x) = (H1 X^x^X^y))

for each x , y esé . Hence we have

(2.9) (cp+y,)(y*x) = ((I + H')l,2X4>(x)\(I + H,)l/2X4>(y)),        Vx,yesé.

Suppose x, is self-adjoint. Since (I + H1) XAsé) isa x,-invariant subspace

of 3j(n,), the restriction x,\,I+HI)[ßk (£/) of it, is a «-representation of sé

whose closure is denoted by itx . By (2.9) the «-representations x, and xx

are unitarily equivalent. It is sufficient to show itx is self-adjoint. Since

(x4>(x)X^(y)\(I + 7/')l/2£) = (x{(x)(I + H'f2Xtl>(y)\i)

= (X<j)(y)\(I + H')i/2itl(x)*Z)

for each x esé , £ e3J(xx(x)*) and y esé , we have

(I + H')xp^e3(n,(x)*)    and

(2.10) 0
x4)(x)*(I + H')l'2Ç = (I + H'f2xi(x)'t

for each x esé and Ç e 3(itx(x)*). Since it, is self-adjoint, it follows that

(2.11) ne3!(ntl)     and      xt¡)(x)(I + H')l/2n = (I + H')l/2x* (x)n

for each x e sé and r\ e 3¡(n\). By (2.10) and (2.11) we have

(7r1(x)^|//) = ((/ + //')1/27r,(x)^|(/ + //')-1/2'/)

= (x<l>(x)*(I + H'f2¿:\(I + H,)-]/2n)

= (Z\(I + H')l/2it^x)(I + H'yl/2n)

for each xesé , Ç e 3(xx(x)*) and ne9ü(x\). Hence, n ef]xe,y3i(itx(x))

= 2(itx), and so xx is self-adjoint. Similarly we can show that if x, is

algebraically self-adjoint (resp. standard) then x</>+ is algebraically self-adjoint

(resp. standard).
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3. Special cases

In this section we investigate the self-adjointness and the standardness of

it,      in special cases.

I. Approximately admissible positive linear functionals. A positive linear func-

tional <f> on a «-algebra sé is said to be admissible if for each a e sé there

is a constant ya such that \<p(x* a* ax)\ < yacp(x*x) for all x e sé . We note

that (p is admissible iff it. is bounded. A positive linear functional <f> on sé

is said to be approximately admissible if there exists a net {<pn} of admissible

positive linear functionals <f>(t on sé such that <pn < <j> (<p(t(x*x) < <p(x*x),

Vx esé) for each a and limn «/»„(x) = 4>(x) for each xej/; and <p is said to

be strictly unadmissible if there does not exist any non-zero admissible positive

linear functional y/ on sé such that y/ < (p.

Approximately admissible positive linear functional <j> has been investigated

in [8, 24] under the assumption that x. is self-adjoint. We here obtain the

same results under the weaker assumption that x,(sé)'w is a von Neumann

algebra. These results are proved in similar fashion to the proofs in [8, 24] by

considering ft^ instead of it, .

Proposition 3.1. (1) Suppose (p and y/ are approximately admissible positive

linear functionals on sé . Then <p + y/ is approximately admissible.

(2) Suppose 4> is approximately admissible and it Âsé)1 w is a von Neumann

algebra. Then every positive linear functional y/ on sé with y/ < (p is approxi-

mately admissible.

(3) Let cp be a positive linear functional on a *-algebra sé with identity e. Sup-

pose n Asé)1 w is a von Neumann algebra. Then there exists a unique projection

E in it,(sé)w such that <pE is approximately admissible and 4>¡_E is strictly

unadmissible, where <pE(x) = (EX.(x)\X,(e)), x e sé . Further, the above E

equals J2tteAE(t, where {Ea} is a set of mutually orthogonal projections in

xAsé)'w suchthat (pE   is admissible for each aeA.

For the standardness of approximately admissible positive linear functionals

(p Takesue has shown in ([24, Theorem 3.1]) that if x, is self-adjoint then it,

is standard; and we have stated in ([10, Theorem 4.1]) that x, is standard for

every approximately admissible positive linear functional (j>. But, for the same

reason as in ([10, Theorem 3.1]) the statement (4.1) in this theorem does not

necessarily hold, and so we correct this result as follows:

Theorem 3.2. Let 4> be an approximately admissible positive linear functional

on a *-algebra sé  with identity. Then the following statements hold:

(1) xijt is standard iff xtfi is self-adjoint iff n4i(se)'uß(ité) c 2>(it^) iff x^ is

unitarily equivalent to a direct sum 0„eA xn [20] of a set {xa}iteA of bounded

^-representations of sé .

(2) Suppose it Asé) \v is a von Neumann algebra. Then ft, is standard and it is

a direct sum 0(>€A xn of a set {xti}iieA of bounded ^-representations of sé .
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Corollary 3.3. Let 4> and y/ be approximately admissible. Suppose

n*+vW)'uß(n<j,+v) C 3l{x^¥) (resp. x^sé)^ is a von Neumann algebra).

Then it^      (resp. ñ^    ) is standard.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1, (1) and Theorem 3.2.

II. Polynomial algebras. Let ¿P(xx ,x2, ... ,xn) be a *-algebra generated by

mutually commuting hermitian elements {x,, x2, ... , xn} and <f>, y/ be posi-

tive linear functionals on ¿?(xx ,x2, ... ,xn).

Proposition 3.4. Suppose it, and x are self-adjoint. Then the following state-

ments hold:

(1) Suppose x,+ (xk) is self-adjoint for k = 1,2,...,«.  Then x,+    is self-

adjoint. _

(2) Suppose x^    (x™)  is self-adjoint for k = 1,2, ... ,n and each m e N.

Then the following statements hold:

(a) né+w te algebraically self-adjoint.

(b) If the self-adjoint operators {x,+ (xk); k = 1,2,...,«} have the

mutually commuting spectral projections, then x**+ is standard and

(n<t>+v^(x\ >x2,... ,xn))'w is commutative.

(c) If 3(n^+i//) = Ç\mi_tmneN3(it^v(xx)m'it^v(x2)mi...x^v(xn)m"),

then x.+    is self-adjoint.

(3) Suppose x, and it    are standard. Then x^      is standard iff x^      is self-

adjoint iff x^    (x™) is self adjoint for k = 1,2,...,« and each m e N and

^( v* )= n'«,.... ,m„eN &(ñ^M7)mí v7^)m2 • • • wCT1" ) ■
Proof. ( 1 ) It is easily shown that

(3-D      w^(*. ^ ••• .*.»:.=n w^<**»«-
fc=i

It hence follows from ([20, Lemma 3.2]) that n,    (3?(xx ,x2, ... ,xn))'w is a

von Neumann algebra. By Theorem 2.3, ft.      is self-adjoint.

(2) (a) Since *J^ is a representation of sé and «J^i**)* = x^¥{x")* =

n$+<i/(xk)   f°r  ^  =   1,2,...,«   and   m  e  N, it follows that   it^+     is a

«-representation of sé , which means that it,      is algebraically self-adjoint.

(b) It follows from (a) and ([13, Theorem 3.2]) that x**     is standard. Since

v^c*,,^' •■• >x„))l = v(J,(xi'x2' ••■ '*kiïwix follows from (t20'

Theorem 7.1]) that (x,+ (3ö(xx ,x2, ... ,xn))'w)' is commutative.

(c) Take arbitrary C e x4>+l//(3s(xx ,x2, ... ,xn))'w and n e3(it(ji+v). By (3.1)

c:ë*^;(^(*X and

n^v/-;—rmi-;—rm2       --,—r"i,

m i ,...,m„€N
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By ([13, Theorem 2.1]) we have

m, ,...,m„€N

Hence, Crj e3(xij)+ ). By Theorem 2.3, it^      is self-adjoint.

(3) This follows from (c), Theorem 2.3 and ([13, Theorem 3.2]).

III. Commutative algebras. Let sé be a commutative «-algebra and <fr and y/

be positive linear functionals on sé . By ([20, Theorem 7.1]) and ([12, Theo-

rem 3.1]) t^ (resp. ft t ) is standard iff x<j>(sé)'w3(x(f!) c3(x(j¡) (resp. x^s/)'w

is a von Neumann algebra) and (x,(sé)'w)' is commutative. Hence it follows

from Theorem 2.3 that if x^ and x are standard and x^ (sé)'w3(x,+ ) c

^(V^) (resP- n4,+v^)'w is a von Neumann algebra) then xHv (resp. x^)

is standard and (x,^ (sé)' )' is commutative.v   tp+tp\      'w'

IV. Symmetric *-algebras. Let sé be a symmetric «-algebra (that is, x*x is

quasi-regular for each x esé ). Then it. is standard for every positive linear

functional (p and y/ on sé [8].

V. Locally convex *-algebras with dense bounded parts. Let sé be a locally

convex «-algebra with jointly continuous multiplication. An element x of sé

is said to be bounded if for some non-zero X e C, the set {(Xx)" ;« e N} is

bounded [1,2, 4]. We denote by séQ the set of all bounded elements of séQ.

Proposition 3.5. Let <t5 and y/ be continuous positive linear functionals on sé .

(1) Suppose sé =séQ. Then x,      is bounded.

(2) Suppose sé0 is dense in sé and x, and x    are self adjoint. Then x,+

is self-adjoint.

Proof. In similar fashion to the proof of ([21, Theorem 4.5.2]) we can show that

xÂséQ) c ¿%(\)f) for every continuous positive linear functional f on sé ,

which implies the statement (1). We show the statement (2). Since the map:

x e sé -* ((p + y/)(x*x) e C is continuous, it follows that x,+ (sé)'w —

xij)JrV(séQ)'w , and so x<)¡+¡)/(sé)'w is a von Neumann algebra. By Theorem 2.3,

ft,      is self-adjoint.
<P+v
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